


What does the initial and one 

of the most confusing and 

time-consuming processes 

usually look like - finding, 

receiving and agreeing on 

complete information about 

goods for an import-export 

operation?

How do you interact with 

sellers and suppliers of goods, 

logistics companies, brokers 

and suppliers of related 

services?

Most likely this tangle of 

documents and processes 

looks like this:



But in the ITB system 

everything is much 

simpler.

This system allows you to 

automate and systematize 

various business processes, 

keeping all the necessary 

data, correspondence and 

documents in one 

platform.



ITB platform is a dynamic, 

multilingual platform for your 

business in electronic format that 

allows any company to manage 

almost all document flow related to 

import and export operations, 

interact with all your counterparties, 

regardless of whether they are 

registered in the ITB system or not.



 

Advanced filtering settings 

Complete, detailed  
and standardized 
Goods Item Cards;

Language settings and the ability to select  
the display of GI Cards by country; 

ITB Webmarket is ...

Webmarket
ITB users (SYSUS) can publish 

in the ITB  Webmarket their 

catalogs for public viewing. 

Clients can start an automated 

procurement process directly 

from the Goods Item Catalog 

Cards themselves or after 

scanning their QR codes. 

Visitors of the ITB webmarket 

can alco place your inquiries 

for goods and related services 

for import and export 

operations as well.

for search results

Saving Goods Item Cards in your catalogs, 
building links with Supplier catalogs with 
notifications about changes to parent GI 
Cards and other functions.



The convenient user interface 

of the ITB system 

allows you to significantly speed up 

the workflow process, quickly navigate 

in various segments and stages, 

systematize business correspondence 

and data exchange, display almost all 

important information in a convenient 

form for the ITB user (SYSUS).



Languages
The ITB system already has 

10 languages and, thanks to 

special tools, the creation 

of a new language layer 

takes a very short time.

Language layer 
settings window



IThe ITB system has two types of 

messengers - general and document-

embedded one. All correspondence 

and discussion regarding a specific 

document will be available in one 

place – in the document itself.

Messengers also have translations

Convenient   
communication 



Comments to documents are 

divided into comments to specific 

fields as well as to the entire 

document.

Collaboration with documents is 

intuitively convenient and visual - 

the form immediately shows 

whether there are comments and 

their status - read or new.

Comments visible only within 

your company
Comments visible by both

Parties



Documents
and letters
You can copy a new document from 

any document. 

For Contracts and Letters there is 
an option to save templates. 

For the tabular section, you can 
select any product record from 
previous documents, your catalog, 
and even your Suppliers' catalogs. 

The display of grids (tables) in the 
interface is easily customizable and 
has advanced search and filtering 
tools.



Documents have a customizable 

printable for PDF output. 

Documents can be both 

imported and exported in csv 

format (including tabular 

presentation in spreadsheets, for 



In ITB system all documents 

have QR codes for quick 

search. And for some 

documents the QR code can 

also launch the processes of 

making Inquiries, inviting to 

Partnership and adding linked 

Supplier Goods Item Cards to 

your own catalog.



Within minutes you can send  

a large number of documents 

to your partners. And thanks to 

the links between documents, 

you can see all the chains of 

documents with easy 

navigation between them.  

All traffic between your 

computer with the ITB system 

(documents, correspondence 

with your Partners and data   

of your company) is 

transmitted in encrypted form.



Forms of documents have 

fixed and standardized fields 

for fast and correct processing.

If necessary, you can create 

custom fields for all 

documents yourself.



The System has a convenient and 

developed functionality of 

applications for documents.



Documents 
versioning Documents    

versioning 

 

History records 
of changes in documents

Forms of documents have  

history records of their 

processes, statuses, authorship 

of creation and modification.

Documents 
versioning 



How does the process
look like?
An approximate scheme of 

workflow in the ITB system is 

as follows:

At the initial stage, a potential 

buyer (end or trading 

company) finds the product of 

interest in the online catalog 

or by QR code directly on the 

product (at an exhibition, for 

example).

Goods Item Card

Online Catalogue
QR Code of a Goods Item 

(With complete information 

of the Goods Item and the Supplier)

(A Buyer needs just to scan it)



This is followed by the 

pre-contract process of quoting:

Logistic 
company

Customs 
broker

Buyer

Seller

(Trade company or 

end customer)

(Trade company or 

manufacturer)

Inquiry

Inquiry of delivery
time and fright cost

 Quotation 
of delivery

Quotation 
of services

Inquiry of сustoms 
formalities fee, list of 

required documents, etc.

Quotation



After the manufacturer sends you 

a Quotation, the process of 

agreeing the contract and 

organizing the delivery begins.

* The exchange of the necessary documents and 

letters at each stage can be carried out through our service

Quotation Contract

ShipmentSpecification
Proforma
invoice

Packing
list

(Complete with all required annexes) 

(Bill of lading, invoice 
and other required 

documents) 



General inquiries and support: info@beitb.com

Subscription and advertising: sales@beitb.com

Hong Kong: +852 90663352 

China (Mainland): +86 13929577241 

 https://www.beitb.com
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